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Fast Mode Decision for Multiview Video Coding
Using Mode Correlation
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Abstract—Exhaustive mode decision has been exploited in
multiview video coding for effectively improving the coding effi-
ciency, but at the expense of yielding much higher computational
complexity. In this paper, a fast mode decision algorithm, called
the mode correlation-based mode decision (MCMD), is proposed
to speed up the encoding process by reducing the number of the
modes required to be checked. In our approach, all the prediction
modes are first categorized into five motion-activity classes, and
only one of them will be chosen to identify the optimal mode in
a hierarchical manner, as follows. For each macroblock (MB),
the proposed MCMD algorithm always begins with checking
whether the rate-distortion cost computed at the SKIP mode (i.e.,
Class 1) is below an adaptive threshold for providing a possible
early termination chance. If this early termination condition is
not met, one of the remaining four motion-activity classes will
be chosen for further mode checking according to the analysis
of the predicted motion vector (PMV) of the current MB. The
above-mentioned adaptive threshold and PMV are derived by
exploiting the mode correlation between the current MB and
a set of adjacent MBs (i.e., region of support) in the current
view and its neighboring view. Experimental results have shown
that compared with exhaustive mode decision, which is a default
approach set in the joint multiview video model (JMVM) reference
software, the proposed MCMD algorithm achieves a reduction
of the computational complexity by 73.39% on average, while
incurring only 0.07 dB loss in peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and 2.22% increment on the total bit rate.

Index Terms—Early termination, JMVM, mode correlation,
mode decision, motion activity, multiview video coding.

I. Introduction

W ITH the rapid development of camera and display
techniques, more interactive and realistic multimedia

applications, such as 3DTV and free viewpoint television
(FTV), have been emerging [1], [2]. These multiview videos
are acquired by using multiple cameras, synchronously cap-
turing the same scene from different viewpoints. In order
to store and transmit these huge multiview video data for
any practical application, an efficient multiview video coding
(MVC) technique is indispensable.
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A straightforward solution for MVC is to independently
encode each video acquired at a specific view by using a
state-of-the-art video codec (e.g., H.264/AVC) [3]. However,
this approach would yield a low coding efficiency because it
does not exploit the inter-view correlation existing among the
multiview videos. For improving coding efficiency, the Joint
Video Team (JVT) standardization body, which is composed
of ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG standard committees,
has been developing a joint multiview video model (JMVM)
based on the core of H.264/AVC video coding standard [4],
[5]. In the JMVM, not only the sophisticated intra-prediction
and the variable block-size motion estimation (ME) as adopted
in H.264/AVC are used to exploit the spatial and temporal
correlation within a single view (i.e., intra-view) but also the
new technique, the variable block-size disparity estimation
(DE), is incorporated to employ the inter-view correlation
between neighboring views for further improving the coding
efficiency. However, the higher coding efficiency is achieved
at the expense of heavy computational complexity [6].
Therefore, how to reduce the computational complexity while
maintaining almost the same video coding quality and the
total bit rate through a fast algorithm has become the main
objective of encoding optimization for any practical multiview
video codec realization.

In recent years, fast mode decision methods have been
widely studied for single-view video coding [7]–[10], but they
are not applicable to MVC because the prediction structure of
MVC, which involves DE, is different from that of single-
view video coding. Therefore, a novel algorithm of fast mode
decision for the JMVM is needed and proposed in this paper.

Multiple fast mode decision methods for the JMVM can be
found in the literature [11]–[17]. Ding et al. [11] presented
a content-aware prediction algorithm to efficiently reduce
the computational complexity of ME process by using the
information of the corresponding macroblock (MB) in the
neighboring view. Huo et al. [12] suggested a scalable predic-
tion structure to skip the DE process adaptively based on the
observation that the contribution of DE to the coding efficiency
varies from picture to picture. Shen et al. [13] presented a fast
mode decision method by utilizing the fact that the optimal
mode distributions of neighboring views are inherently similar.
Therefore, only those more likely modes are chosen and then
checked. Lin et al. [14] identified those MBs with slow motion
content by simply comparing their motion vector (MV) lengths
with a pre-determined threshold. For those MBs with slow
motion, only the more likely prediction direction is selected for
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checking in order to speed up the mode decision process.
Shen et al. [15] presented a fast mode decision method by
checking whether the current MB is with motion homogeneity,
which is measured according to the MVs of the spatially
adjacent MBs in the current view and the corresponding MB
in the neighboring view. If the checking result is positive,
only the ME process with a block size of 16 × 16 is required
to be performed so that the computational complexity can be
effectively decreased. Peng et al. [16] presented a three-stage
early termination method according to three thresholds, which
are calculated via the derived formulas that involve some
statistical measurements obtained from multiple multi-view
video sequences with various kinds of motion contents.
Shen et al. [17] introduced a model to evaluate the weighting
factor of the SKIP mode for the current MB. If this weighting
factor is larger than a fixed threshold, the SKIP mode will be
chosen as the optimal mode and the mode decision process
will be early terminated.

In this paper, a more efficient mode decision algorithm
for the JMVM, called the mode correlation-based mode de-
cision (MCMD), is proposed. The key points are described
as follows. All the prediction modes used in the JMVM are
grouped into five motion-activity classes and organized in a
hierarchical manner. Then, for the current MB, a comparison
of the rate-distortion (RD) cost of the SKIP mode (i.e., Class
1) against the adaptive threshold provides an early chance to
possibly skip the checking process of the remaining modes.
If such early termination is not granted, only one of the
remaining four motion-activity classes will be selected to
identify the optimal mode according to further analysis of the
predicted motion vector (PMV) of the current MB. Both the
aforementioned adaptive threshold and PMV are derived by
utilizing mode correlation. Experimental results have shown
that the proposed MCMD algorithm significantly reduces the
computational complexity while maintaining almost the same
video coding quality and the targeted total bit rate as that of
the exhaustive mode decision, which is the default approach
implemented in the JMVM reference software [4], [5].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview
of the mode decision conducted in the JMVM is provided
in Section II. The proposed fast mode decision algorithm,
MCMD, is presented in Section III in detail. Extensive sim-
ulation results are documented and discussed in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. Overview of Mode Decision in the JMVM

Beside the intra-view correlation as contained in single-
view video, multiview video contains a substantial amount
of inter-view correlation between two neighboring views.
Hence, unlike the existing single-view video coding standards,
the JMVM employs hierarchical B picture (HBP) prediction
structure [18] to efficiently exploit the intra-view and inter-
view correlation. Fig. 1 illustrates the HBP prediction structure
with eight views (denoted by Vi, for i = 0, 1, . . . , 7), and
the length of group of picture (GOP) is 8 (denoted by Ti,
for i = 0, 1, . . . , 7). In this HBP prediction structure, all
the views can be categorized into two types: the main views

Fig. 1. HBP prediction structure used in the JMVM.

(namely, V0, V2, V4, and V6) and the auxiliary views (namely,
V1, V3, V5, and V7) [19]. In the main views, the ME is
performed within the same view to exploit the temporal
correlation. In the auxiliary views, apart from the ME, the
DE is conducted by referring to the pictures at the same time
instant but from two neighboring views to employ the inter-
view correlation. Moreover, all the pictures can be classified
into two classes: the anchor pictures (i.e., the pictures at T0

and T8) and the non-anchor pictures (i.e., the pictures at Ti,
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), which are presented between two
adjacent anchor pictures.

In order to achieve higher coding efficiency, the JMVM
provides seven block sizes (or the so-called modes) as shown
in Fig. 2 to conduct both ME and DE. The above-mentioned
seven block sizes are 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4, 4×8,
and 4 × 4, among which the last four block sizes are jointly
denoted as P8 × 8 in the JMVM, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
For the inter-frame MB coding, there are 11 candidate modes:
SKIP, inter−16 × 16, inter−16 × 8, inter−8 × 16, inter−8 × 8,
inter−8×4, inter−4×8, inter−4×4, intra−4×4, intra−8×8, and
intra−16×16. For the intra-frame MB coding, only intra−4×4,
intra−8×8, and intra−16×16 are applicable. Furthermore, the
Lagrangian rate-distortion optimization (RDO) function [20],
[21] is adopted as its mode decision criterion as follows:

JRD = SSD(s, c|QP) + λMODE · R(s, c|QP) (1)

where λMODE is the Lagrangian multiplier, QP is the quanti-
zation parameter, SSD means the sum of squared differences
incurred between the original luma block (denoted by s)
and its prediction reconstructed block (denoted by c), and R

represents the total number of bits required for representing
the headers, MVs, disparity vectors (DVs), and coefficients.

It should be pointed out that the aforementioned modes
require to be individually checked based on this mode decision
criterion, and the results are compared to identify the optimal
mode that corresponds to the minimum RD cost; this approach
is the so-called exhaustive mode decision. Consequently, the
computational complexity resulted from such exhaustive mode
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Fig. 2. Seven block sizes used in the JMVM. (a) 16 × 16 MB and its sub-
blocks. (b) 8 × 8 block and its sub-blocks.

decision is extremely high, and thus a fast mode decision algo-
rithm is highly desirable, especially for real-time applications.

III. Proposed Mode Correlation-Based Mode

Decision (MCMD) Algorithm

A. Motivation

First, it has been well-recognized that the SKIP mode is the
most frequently encountered optimal mode in H.264/AVC for
single-view video sequences [7]–[9]. It is expected that this
might be also true for multiview video sequences. To verify
this intuition, extensive simulation experiments have been con-
ducted based on a set of multiview video sequences as listed
in Table I [22]. The test conditions are as follows: each test
sequence is encoded using the HBP prediction structure under
a GOP length = 16, QP = 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36, respectively,
RDO and context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC)
entropy coding are enabled, and the search range of ME and
DE is ±64. By exploiting the exhaustive mode decision in the
JMVM under the above-mentioned test conditions, we study
the distribution of optimal mode in the non-anchor pictures of
the auxiliary views, and the results are documented in Table II.
This study clearly indicates that the SKIP mode also dominates
among all the available modes for multiview video sequences,
especially for those sequences containing motionless or slow-
motion content. This observation implies that the SKIP mode
checking should be done at the beginning of the mode decision
process for each MB to provide a chance for early termination.

Second, ME is used to conduct temporal prediction, while
DE is employed to perform inter-view prediction. It can be
further observed from Table II that the average percentage of
ME turning out to be the optimal choice is 25.11%, while
that of DE is 3.07%. It means that temporal prediction via
ME is more likely to be a better choice, as compared to inter-
view prediction via DE. This is because most real-world video
sequences are full of stationary background with slow-motion
objects. In such cases, the correlation between two consecutive
pictures from the same view will be much stronger than that
of the two pictures acquired at the same time instant but from
two different views. On the contrary, for those highly textured
regions with fast motion or scene changes, the temporal
correlation from the intra-view becomes much weaker than the
inter-view correlation; hence, exploiting the inter-view predic-

TABLE I

Multiview Video Sequences

Sequences Resolution Frames
KDDI Flamenco1 320 × 240 250
KDDI Race1 640 × 480 250
MERL Ballroom 640 × 480 250
MERL Exit 640 × 480 250
MERL Vassar 640 × 480 250
Tanimoto Lab Akko&Kayo 640 × 480 250
Tanimoto Lab Rena 640 × 480 250
Microsoft Breakdancers 1024 × 768 100
HHI Jungle 1024 × 768 250
HHI Uli 1024 × 768 250

TABLE II

Distribution of the Optimal Mode Resulted from Exploiting

the Exhaustive Mode Decision in the JMVM Using the

Multiview Video Sequences Listed in Table I Under Different

QP Values

QP SKIP ME (%) DE Intra
(%) 16 × 16 16 × 8 8 × 16 P8 × 8 (%) (%)

20 53.77 13.93 6.08 6.59 12.95 5.52 1.16
24 66.27 12.41 4.66 4.90 7.51 3.57 0.68
28 73.71 10.21 3.35 3.28 6.32 2.67 0.46
32 79.06 8.98 2.87 2.76 3.91 2.11 0.31
36 83.50 6.75 2.03 2.19 3.84 1.49 0.20
Average 71.26 10.46 3.80 3.94 6.91 3.07 0.56

tion is more effective in this case. In addition, various block
sizes are exploited to more accurately capture the true motion
of the real-world video sequences. One can easily perceive
that a large block size is more suitable for a homogeneous
region under slow motion, while a small block size is more
proper to use for a region containing a fast moving object.

Third, there exists a mass amount of spatial, temporal, and
inter-view correlations in multiview video as follows. From the
spatial point of view, large homogeneous areas are presented
in the spatial domain quite frequently. From the temporal
point of view, motionless or slow-motion scenes are oftentimes
encountered in the real-world video sequences. From the inter-
view point of view, a pair of pictures at the same time
instant from two neighboring views tends to represent the
same content. This leads to the fact that the resultant coding
information (namely, the optimal mode, the MVs, and the
corresponding RD cost) of the current MB are intimately
related to that of its adjacent MBs. Thus, we shall utilize these
information as the mode correlation on the design of fast mode
decision algorithm, as follows.

B. Proposed MCMD Algorithm

Based on the above analysis, all the prediction modes
available in the JMVM are classified into five motion-activity
classes as summarized in Table III, and then by using the
mode correlation, only one of them will be chosen for further
mode checking in a hierarchical manner. For the current MB,
the proposed MCMD algorithm always starts with checking
the SKIP mode in Class 1, which may arrive at the early termi-
nation for the entire mode decision process. That is, if the RD
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TABLE III

Motion-Activity Classes and Their Involved

Modes to Be Checked

Class Motion Activity Involved Modes
1 Motionless SKIP
2 Slow motion SKIP

(homogeneous region) ME16 × 16
3 Moderate motion ME16 × 8, ME8 × 16
4 Fast motion ME−P8 × 8

(i.e., 8 × 8, 8 × 4, 4 × 8, 4 × 4)
5 Highly-textured region DE

in fast motion or (16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, P8 × 8)
with scene changes intra−4 × 4, intra−8 × 8, intra−16 × 16

TABLE IV

Empirically-Determined Weight Wi of the Corresponding MBi

Based on the ROS as Illustrated in Fig. 3

MB Index i 1, 2, 4, 5 3, 7, 9, 10, 12 6, 8, 11, 13
Wi 1.30 0.96 0.75

cost computed at the SKIP mode is small enough and below
an adaptive threshold TSKIP , the SKIP mode will be selected
as the optimal mode, and the mode decision process proceeds
to the next MB. Otherwise, only one of the remaining four
motion-activity classes will be selected based on the city-block
distance of the PMV of the current MB. The above-mentioned
adaptive threshold TSKIP and the PMV are derived by exploit-
ing the mode correlation between the current MB and a set of
nearby MBs (defined as region of support, ROS). Fig. 3 shows
the ROS, which consists of the spatially and temporally nearby
MBs in the current view and the corresponding MB and its
eight adjacent MBs in the neighboring view. Note that MB4 is
located at the same position as the current MB (i.e., MB0) in
the previous coded picture, and the corresponding MB in the
neighboring view (i.e., MB5) is located based on the global
DV yielded between the current view and the neighboring view
as introduced in [23]. Here, we consistently only consider the
forward view of the current view as its neighboring view in
the ROS due to the following two justifications.

1) Our experimental results have shown that the perfor-
mance of using both forward and backward views as
neighboring views is almost the same as that of using
either forward view or backward view as its neighboring
view.

2) The last auxiliary view (i.e., V7 in Fig. 1) has only one
neighboring view (i.e., V6 in Fig. 1).

In this paper, the adaptive threshold TSKIP is proposed as
follows:

TSKIP =

13∑
i=1

Wi · Ki · RDcost(SKIP)i

13∑
i=1

Wi · Ki

(2)

where RDcost(SKIP)i and Wi are the RD costs of MBi com-
puted at the SKIP mode and the weights of the corresponding
MBi in the ROS, for i = 1, 2, . . ., 13, respectively. Based on

Fig. 3. ROS of the current MB, MB0.

the intuition that the closer the neighboring MB to the current
MB, the larger the weight should be assigned, the weights
Wi are empirically determined from our extensive simulation
experiments and the results are documented in Table IV. Since
adjacent MB choosing non-SKIP mode as its optimal mode
has little contribution to decide whether the SKIP mode is the
optimal mode of the current MB, only the RD cost of those
adjacent MBs in the ROS, which selected the SKIP mode as
the optimal mode, will be used. Hence, Ki is defined as

Ki =

{
1, if the SKIP mode was the optimal mode of MBi

0, otherwise.
(3)

Note that if all the Ki are equal to 0, the checking of early
termination will be skipped for this special case.

If the aforementioned early termination is not granted, the
optimal prediction mode will be identified from one of the re-
maining four classes (namely, Classes 2 to 5), by evaluating the
city-block distance of the PMV of the current MB as follows.

1) For the current MB (i.e., MB0), establish the MV set
{mv1, mv2, mv3, . . ., mv13} according to the defined
ROS as shown in Fig. 3, where mvi = (xi, yi) is the
MV of the corresponding MBi, for i = 1, 2, . . ., 13,
respectively. If the MB involved in the ROS has multiple
MVs for different block sizes, a single MV of this MB
can be obtained through a bottom-up merging procedure
as reported in [24].

2) Derive the PMV of MB0, PMV = (xp, yp), from the MV
set as follows: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

xp =

13∑
i=1

Wi · Zi · xi

13∑
i=1

Wi

yp =

13∑
i=1

Wi · Zi · yi

13∑
i=1

Wi

(4)
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Fig. 4. Percentage of the optimal block sizes resulted from exploiting the
exhaustive mode decision in the JMVM under different values of city-block
distance of PMV D at QP=28.

where Wi as shown in Table IV are the weights of the
corresponding MBi, for i = 1, 2, . . ., 13, respectively;
Zi is the normalization factor of the corresponding mvi

in the established MV set, which is to further normalize
all the mvi to the forward prediction direction. Here, Zi

is defined as follows:

Zi =

{
+1, if mvi was the forward MV
−1, if mvi was the backward MV.

(5)

3) Calculate the city-block distance of the PMV of MB0,
D as follows:

D = |xp| + |yp|. (6)

4) The motion activity of MB0 is determined according to

Motion Activity =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Slow, if D ≤ D1

Moderate, if D1 < D ≤ D2

Fast, if D2 < D ≤ D3

Highly textured, if D3 < D
(7)

where “Slow,” “Moderate,” “Fast,” and “Highly tex-
tured” correspond to Classes 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Table III,
respectively.
To determine the thresholds D1, D2, and D3, extensive
simulations have been conducted on a set of multiview
video sequences as listed in Table I. The test conditions
are as follows: each test sequence is encoded using the
HBP prediction structure under a GOP length = 16,
various QP values are used, RDO and CABAC entropy
coding are enabled, and the search range of ME and DE
is ±64. By exploiting the exhaustive mode decision in
the JMVM under the aforementioned test conditions, we
investigate the relationship between the optimal block
sizes and the city-block distance of PMV D in the non-
anchor pictures of the auxiliary views. Here, let us take
the case QP = 28 as an example and the corresponding
results are presented in Fig. 4. For example, one can
see that, when D is equal to 0 or 1, the ME16 × 16
(i.e., Class 2) has the highest percentage (i.e., almost
90%) to be the optimal block size. Thus, the threshold

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed fast mode decision method, MCMD.

D1 is set to 1. Likewise, the thresholds D2 and D3 are
determined as 2 and 5, respectively. It should be pointed
out that similar arguments are also applied for other QP

values.
5) Only the modes that belong to the identified motion-

activity class are individually checked, and the one with
the minimum cost yielded is selected as the optimal
mode.

The entire algorithm is summarized in a flowchart as shown
in Fig. 5. It is worth noting that the ROS of some special MBs
are not completely available. For example, the boundary MBs
located in the first row, the first column, and the last column. In
such cases, the exhaustive mode decision will be performed for
these special MBs instead of the proposed MCMD algorithm
for ensuring the coding efficiency.

IV. Experimental Results and Discussion

A. Test Conditions

To evaluate the performance, the proposed MCMD al-
gorithm has been incorporated into the JMVM 8.0 [4], [5]
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TABLE V

Experimental Results of the Proposed MCMD Algorithm

Compared with the Exhaustive Mode Decision Approach on

Multiple Multiview Video Sequences

Sequences BDPSNR BDBR �PSNR �B �T

(dB) (%) (dB) (%) (%)
Akko&Kayo −0.09 +2.18 −0.08 +0.09 −75.39
Alt−Moabit −0.02 +0.77 −0.05 −0.83 −72.85
Ballroom −0.08 +2.27 −0.06 +0.86 −74.05
Breakdancers −0.07 +3.72 −0.09 −0.82 −66.85
Champagne−tower −0.07 +2.06 −0.09 −0.71 −74.75
Dog −0.03 +0.92 −0.05 −0.48 −72.85
Door−Flowers −0.05 +2.76 −0.08 −1.04 −77.73
Exit −0.07 +3.24 −0.09 −0.67 −83.04
Flamenco1 −0.11 +2.51 −0.10 +0.50 −75.94
Flamenco2 −0.10 +2.44 −0.08 +0.34 −73.09
Janine2 −0.12 +2.96 −0.10 +0.53 −71.81
Jungle −0.11 +2.64 −0.09 +0.51 −71.60
Race1 −0.06 +1.89 −0.06 −0.02 −76.36
Rena −0.05 +1.14 −0.10 −1.23 −68.44
Uli −0.12 +2.86 −0.09 +0.82 −70.23
Vassar −0.02 +1.24 −0.04 −0.74 −69.31
Average −0.07 +2.22 −0.08 −0.18 −73.39

and experimented on multiple multiview video sequences,
covering a wide variety of motion activities [22], [25], [26].
Three different views from each test sequence are chosen
for simulation. The first and the third views are used as
the reference views (i.e., V0 and V2 in Fig. 1, respectively);
while the second view (i.e., V1 in Fig. 1) is utilized for
the implementation of the proposed MCMD algorithm. The
personal computer used for conducting these experiments is
made up of 2.66 GHz Intel Core2 processor and 4 GB memory.
The test conditions are set as follows.

1) Each test sequence is encoded using the HBP prediction
structure under a GOP length = 16.

2) The QP is set at 20, 24, 28, and 32, respectively.
3) The RDO is enabled.
4) The CABAC entropy coding is used.
5) The search range of ME and DE is ±64.

B. Performance Evaluations and Comparisons

Table V shows the experimental results based on a set
of multiview video sequences by comparing the proposed
fast mode decision algorithm, MCMD, with the exhaustive
mode decision of JMVM. Table VII compares the performance
resulted from the proposed MCMD algorithm, and the method
recently proposed by Shen et al. [15]. The performance
evaluation is made with respect to the results of the auxiliary
view obtained by the exhaustive mode decision, and their
differences are measured by the following indexes.

1) The time saving �T is computed according to

�T =
TProposed − TJMVM

TJMVM

× 100% (8)

where TProposed and TJMVM denote the total encoding
time of the proposed method and the JMVM reference
software, respectively.

TABLE VI

Hit Ratio of the SKIP Mode Resulted from the Proposed Early

Termination Scheme on Multiple Multiview Video Sequences

Under Different QP Values

QP 20 24 28 32 Average
Hit ratio (%) 82.64 86.87 89.42 90.48 87.35

TABLE VII

Experimental Results of Two Methods: (A) Shen et al. [15] and

(B) Our Proposed MCMD Algorithm. All the Incremental

Differences Are Averaged Over Four QP s and Resulted from

Comparing Each Method with Respect to the Exhaustive Mode

Decision Approach, Individually

Sequences Method �PSNR (dB) �B (%) �T (%)

Ballroom
(A) −0.04 +2.02 −72.31
(B) −0.06 +0.86 −74.05

Exit
(A) −0.02 +0.43 −80.21
(B) −0.09 −0.67 −83.04

Flamenco1
(A) −0.09 +0.84 −66.70
(B) −0.10 +0.50 −75.94

Jungle
(A) −0.02 +0.17 −42.38
(B) −0.09 +0.51 −71.60

Race1
(A) +0.00 +0.40 −38.49
(B) −0.06 −0.02 −76.36

Uli
(A) −0.04 −0.03 −51.12
(B) −0.09 +0.82 −70.23

Average
(A) −0.04 +0.64 −58.54
(B) −0.08 +0.33 −75.20

2) To show the RD performance, two kinds of measure-
ments are adopted in this paper.

2.1) The Bjøntegaard delta PSNR (BDPSNR) (in dB)
and Bjøntegaard delta bit rate (BDBR) (in percent-
age) as suggested in [27] are used to measure the
averaged PSNR and the bit rate difference between
the RD performance produced by the proposed
method and the JMVM reference software, respec-
tively.

2.2) The �PSNR (in dB) and �B (in percentage) are
utilized to compute the PSNR changes and the to-
tal bit rate changes averaged over four QPs, that is

�PSNR = PSNRProposed − PSNRJMVM (9)

where PSNRProposed and PSNRJMVM denote the
PSNR values resulted from the proposed method
and the JMVM reference software, respectively,
as follows:

�B =
BProposed − BJMVM

BJMVM

× 100% (10)

where BProposed and BJMVM denote the bit rate
resulted from the proposed method and the
JMVM reference software, respectively.

From the results as shown in Table V, it can be seen
that the proposed MCMD algorithm constantly achieves, on
average, 73.39% computational time saving with only 0.07 dB
loss in PSNR and 2.22% increment in the total bit rate in
terms of BDPSNR and BDBR, comparing with the outcomes
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Fig. 6. RD curves of two multiview video sequences. (a) Ballroom.
(b) Race1.

resulted by applying the exhaustive mode decision of JMVM.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) presents the RD performance of two
multiview video sequences Ballroom and Race1 as examples,
showing that the proposed fast mode decision algorithm has
a similar RD performance as that of the exhaustive mode
decision of the JMVM.

To further show the accuracy of the proposed early ter-
mination scheme by comparing the RD cost of the SKIP
mode with an adaptive threshold TSKIP , extensive simulations
have been conducted to investigate the hit ratio of the SKIP
mode resulted from the proposed early termination scheme
on multiple multiview video sequences, and the results are
documented in Table VI. It can be observed that if the SKIP
mode is assigned to the current MB as its optimal mode by
the proposed early termination scheme, the hit ratio that the
SKIP mode is indeed the optimal mode determined by the ex-
haustive mode decision is 87.35% on average. All these verify
that the proposed early termination scheme performs well in
general.

In addition to achieve superior performance to that
of the exhaustive mode decision, experimental results as
demonstrated in Table VII further indicate that the proposed
MCMD algorithm consistently outperforms the recent

approach proposed by Shen et al. [15]—with about additional
16.66% encoding time saving, 0.04 dB PSNR loss, and 0.31%
total bit rate reduction.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel fast mode decision algorithm for
the JMVM, called the mode correlation-based mode decision
(MCMD), was proposed. The speed-up gain was achieved
by properly grouping all the prediction modes into classes,
followed by arranging them in a hierarchical manner such that
only one of the checking paths will be chosen for identifying
the optimal mode. For each MB, if the RD cost computed
at the SKIP mode is below an adaptive threshold, the SKIP
mode will be chosen as the optimal mode, and the mode
decision process is terminated. Otherwise, further analysis of
the PMV of the current MB is employed to skip those unlikely
modes. Note that both the adaptive threshold and PMV are
derived by using the mode correlation. Experimental results
have verified that the proposed fast mode decision algorithm,
MCMD, effectively reduces the computational load by 73.39%
on average as compared with that of the exhaustive mode
decision based on the experimental platform JMVM 8.0, while
only incurring a negligible loss of PSNR (about 0.07 dB on
average) and slightly increase of the total bit rate (about 2.22%
on average).
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